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Abstract. Railway alignment development in a study area with densely-distributed obstacles, in which regions favorable for
alignments are isolated (termed an isolated island effect, i.e., IIE), is a computation-intensive and time-consuming task. To enhance
search efficiency and solution quality, an environmental suitability analysis is conducted to identify alignment-favorable regions
(AFRs), focusing the subsequent alignment search on these areas. Firstly, a density-based clustering algorithm (DBSCAN) and a
specific criterion are customized to distinguish AFR distribution patterns: continuously-distributed AFRs, obstructed effects, and
IIEs. Secondly, a study area characterized by IIEs is represented with a semantic topological map (STM), integrating between-
island and within-island paths. Specifically, between-island paths are derived through a multi-directional scanning strategy, while
within-island paths are optimized using a Floyd-Warshall algorithm. To this end, the intricate alignment optimization problem
is simplified into a shortest path problem, tackled with conventional shortest path algorithms (of which Dijkstra’s algorithm
is adopted in this work). Lastly, the proposed method is applied to a real case in a mountainous region with karst landforms.
Numerical results indicate its superior performance in both construction costs and environmental suitability compared to human
designers and a prior alignment optimization method.
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1. Introduction1

Railway alignment design is a complicated pro-2

cess, which aims to determine the railway geomet-3

ric profiles [1,2] and structure configurations [3,4] be-4

tween two given points. This process takes into ac-5

count various factors such as topographic [5,6] and6

geologic [7] conditions, alongside numerous hard-to-7

quantify objectives [8,9]. Currently, this iterative and8

time-consuming railway design process is still mainly9

conducted by human designers. However, due to fi-10
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nite time and resources, several promising alignment 11

alternatives may still be overlooked, especially when 12

alignment-favorable regions (AFRs) are sparse in the 13

study area. Optimizing an alignment in such cases re- 14

quires substantial time and effort. To enhance the align- 15

ment generation efficiency and solution quality, many 16

computer-aided approaches have been proposed for au- 17

tomatically optimizing alignments between two given 18

points [10,11]. 19

Alignment determination is inherently an optimiza- 20

tion problem, comprising three essential components: 21

objective functions, design variables and constraints. 22

The objective function is a mathematical expression 23

of alignment fitness in terms of various factors, such 24

as construction costs, geologic and ecologic condi- 25

tions [12]. An alignment is typically described as a se- 26
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quence of points of intersection (PIs) and their corre-27

sponding curve sections [13]. Therefore, the geometric28

parameters of alignment PIs and curves are defined as29

the design variables [14]. Constraints are imposed for30

ensuring that alignments adhere to railway design crite-31

ria, construction limitations, and their relative positions32

to other ground features [15].33

Most alignment optimization methods can be catego-34

rized into two main types: nature-inspired methods and35

shortest-path methods. These classifications are based36

on the evolutionary mechanism of the PIs.37

(1) In nature-inspired alignment optimization meth-38

ods, all PIs are generated at the initial stage and39

iteratively adjusted according to the alignment40

fitness, considering various costs and impacts.41

Once the iterative adjustment process converges,42

the selected PIs determine an optimized align-43

ment. Several effective nature-inspired meth-44

ods have been applied in optimizing highway45

and railway alignments, such as genetic algo-46

rithms (GA) [16,17], particle swarm optimiza-47

tion (PSO) [18,19] and ant colony optimization48

(ACO) [20,21]. In addition, hybrid optimiza-49

tion methods that integrate two or more nature-50

inspired approaches, such as a GA-ACO [22] and51

a PSO-GA [23], have been proposed for outper-52

forming non-hybrid methods in alignment opti-53

mization.54

(2) Shortest-path alignment optimization methods55

involve selecting and accumulating the best PIs56

within local ranges to form a complete align-57

ment. Various approaches have been used in58

shortest-path alignment optimization, including59

grid-based methods using distance transforms60

(DT) [24,25], graph-based methods using Di-61

jkstra’s algorithms [26,27] and sampling-based62

methods using rapidly exploring random tree al-63

gorithms (RRT) [28,29]. These methods have64

proven successful in solving alignment optimiza-65

tion problems.66

In nature-inspired alignment optimization methods,67

the fixed number of PIs during the alignment search68

process limits their application in complex alignment69

design spaces. This rigidity arises from the need to ad-70

just the number of PIs flexibly, particularly when navi-71

gating densely-distributed obstacles. On the other hand,72

shortest-path algorithms yield outcomes comprising73

piecewise line segments, necessitating further adjust-74

ments into a detailed alignment solution. This involves75

configuring curve sections and determining structure76

layouts, thereby deviating from the initially optimized 77

path. 78

Given the limitations of these methods, researchers 79

have sought to combine them to tackle alignment opti- 80

mization problems in intricate study areas. Drawing in- 81

spiration from the area-corridor-alignment design phi- 82

losophy employed by human designers, Li et al. [26] 83

customized DT to generate paths, represented as piece- 84

wise line segments, during the area-corridor design 85

stage. They then utilized a GA to refine the alignment 86

alternatives in the corridor-alignment design stage. Fur- 87

thermore, Karlson et al. [8] developed a bi-objective 88

optimization model for railway corridor planning that 89

accounted for ecologic and geologic factors. Mondal 90

et al. [30] adopted a combination approach, utilizing a 91

derivative-free optimization method (NOMAD) along 92

with a parallel search package to generate horizontal 93

alignments within a predefined corridor. 94

All the alignment optimization methods mentioned 95

above are based on some iterative process, where con- 96

straints are checked and handled during the search pro- 97

cess in which an alignment is deemed infeasible if it vi- 98

olates any considered constraints [31]. However, these 99

methods face challenges in study areas with densely- 100

distributed obstacles, where feasible alignment regions 101

are significantly squeezed and fragmented by multi- 102

ple obstacles. This results in inefficient exploration of 103

alignment-unfavorable regions, consuming substantial 104

computing resources and time. 105

Several obstacle preprocessing methods have been 106

developed in the motion planning field to address 107

these challenges. Li et al. [32] abstracted obstacles as 108

hexagons, constructing a feasible path network by con- 109

necting selected vertexes from these hexagons. Paths 110

were considered infeasible if the line connecting adja- 111

cent vertexes intersected obstacles. Hu et al. [33] de- 112

veloped a Voronoi Diagram (VD) based on obstacles 113

and subsequent path optimization was applied to this 114

VD. While these methods shed new light on obstacle 115

handling strategies, generating satisfactory solutions 116

in areas with densely-distributed obstacles remained 117

challenging, particularly if all obstacles were treated as 118

forbidden regions. 119

To address this problem, Pu et al. [34] have abstracted 120

the study area as a grid set and performed environ- 121

mental suitability evaluation on these grid cells. Af- 122

terward, the AFRs are identified, and the subsequent 123

alignment search process focuses on these regions. In 124

Pu et al. [34], a connecting patch of AFRs envelops the 125

start and end points, creating a pattern characterized by 126

continuously-distributed AFRs across the study area. In 127
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this case, the existing alignment optimization methods128

can efficiently produce optimized alignments with the129

assistance of the environmental suitability analysis [34].130

As China’s railway construction environment grows131

increasingly complex and research progresses, the au-132

thors’ team has found that in regions characterized by133

undulating terrains, AFRs include obstructions such134

as high mountains or deep valleys [35]. This poses a135

significant challenge in devising optimized layouts for136

dominating structures (i.e., deep-buried long tunnels137

and large-span high bridges) using traditional alignment138

optimization methods. Thus, Wan et al. [35] developed139

a bi-level optimization model for determining domi-140

nating structures at the upper level and optimizing the141

complete alignments at the lower-level. According to142

the characteristics of the distribution pattern of AFRs,143

study areas with the above-mentioned conditions are144

referred to as obstructed effects in this paper.145

In recent years, as China’s railway network contin-146

ued to expand and improve, several real-world rail-147

way scenarios have presented substantial challenges148

to alignment design. For example, in a section of the149

Shanghai-Chongqing-Chengdu High-speed Railway,150

karst hazards dominate almost 90% of the study area.151

This widespread presence of geo-hazards, coupled with152

ecologically sensitive regions, creates an alignment153

search space densely packed with obstacles. Moreover,154

urban high-speed railways increasingly contend with155

complex networks, such as existing roads and rivers,156

along with planar constraints such as existing buildings157

and water conservation zones. These constraints result158

in severe fragmentation of feasible regions available for159

traversing alignments.160

Given this landscape, existing computer-aided align-161

ment optimization methods face considerable difficul-162

ties in efficiently generating satisfactory alignment so-163

lutions. Ensuring solution quality while accommodating164

numerous constraints becomes a daunting task within165

such intricate and constrained environments.166

Given the increasing complexity of China’s rail-167

way construction environment and the prevalence of168

study areas with densely-distributed obstacles, there is169

a growing need to overcome the limitations imposed on170

alignment optimization efficiency and quality by IIEs.171

Consequently, this paper introduces a completely new172

alignment optimization framework tailored to address173

the intricate alignment optimization challenges encoun-174

tered in study areas with IIEs. Notably, given the com-175

plexity of this challenge, this study primarily focuses176

on generating alignment corridor alternatives during the177

area-corridor design stage. These alternatives serve as178

initial optimized corridors for subsequent stages, par- 179

ticularly the corridor-alignment stage. It is important to 180

highlight that while the existing alignment optimization 181

methods can efficiently address the optimization prob- 182

lems at the corridor-alignment stage, this paper does 183

not focus on this aspect. 184

The main contributions of this work are summarized 185

as follows: 186

(1) An environmental suitability analysis and a DB- 187

SCAN clustering algorithm are performed on 188

the study area before alignment search process 189

for capturing the distribution characteristics of 190

AFRs, as shown in Fig. 1. Subsequently, a spe- 191

cific criterion is developed to differentiate be- 192

tween IIEs and the other two AFRs distribution 193

patterns, namely continuously-distributed AFRs 194

and obstructed effects. 195

(2) The IIEs in the study area are abstracted as a 196

semantic topological map (STM) for facilitat- 197

ing a subsequent path generation stage. Specifi- 198

cally, between-island paths are generated based 199

on the relative locations of AFRs and through 200

a designed multi-directional scanning process. 201

Meanwhile within-island paths are determined 202

using the endpoints of between-island paths and 203

a conventional Floyd-Warshall algorithm. To this 204

end, alignment optimization problem in the study 205

area with densely-distributed obstacles is trans- 206

formed into a shortest path problem on a graph. 207

Consequently, this can efficiently generate op- 208

timized paths using conventional shortest path 209

algorithms, such as Dijkstra’s, which is adopted 210

in this paper. 211

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: 212

Section 2 presents the land parcel preprocessing proce- 213

dures. Section 3 introduces the construction process of 214

the STM. Section 4 shows the alignment optimization 215

method. Section 5 provides a realistic case study and 216

Section 6 concludes this study. 217

2. Land parcel preprocessing 218

2.1. Environmental suitability analysis for alignments 219

First, according to the resolution of the digital ele- 220

vation model (DEM) used at the area-corridor railway 221

design stage [36,37], the study area is abstracted into a 222

set of grid cells. Ground elevations, geo-hazard regions 223

and unit structural costs are then stored in each grid cell, 224

forming the essential railway design data. Subsequently, 225
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Fig. 1. Three different land parcel distribution patterns: AFRs are (a) continuous; (b) obstructed and (c) isolated.

Fig. 2. (a) Environmental suitability influential factors and (b) environmental suitability map for alignments.

an environmental suitability analysis for alignments is226

conducted on this grid set [37]. In Pu et al. [37], multi-227

ple topographic and geologic factors are integrated to228

determine an environmental suitability value (VES) for229

each grid cell. The evaluation of a grid cell’s environ-230

mental suitability accounts for the impacts of construc-231

tion cost, stability, geologic hazard and seismic risk for232

different railway structures, as well as the degree of233

remoteness:234

VES =

5∑
i=1

(ωi · xi) (1)

where xi is the nondimensionalized value (i.e., rang-235

ing from 0 to 1) for the construction cost, stability,236

geologic hazard, seismic risk or degree of remoteness237

for the grid cell and ωi is the criterion weight for the238

ith influencing factor. It is noteworthy that the rela-239

tive significance of different indicators is determined240

using a multi-criteria decision-making method known241

as CRITIC (criteria importance through inter-criteria242

correlation). This method involves assigning weights to243

various indicators based on their values across the entire244

study area. Indicators exhibiting higher variance and245

lower correlation are assigned higher weights. Detailed246

formulations can be found in Pu et al. [37].247

Figure 2 displays an environmental suitability map248

for alignments, where grid cells with higher VES values249

are considered preferable for traversing alignments. To250

distinguish between alignment-favorable and unfavor-251

able regions, an environmental suitability threshold for 252

alignments (TES) is assigned. Grid cells with VES values 253

exceeding the TES are classified as alignment-favorable 254

grid cells (AFGs), while the remaining grid cells con- 255

stitute alignment-unfavorable grid cells (AUGs). The 256

threshold value assigned to AFGs and AUGs plays a 257

critical role in establishing the distribution pattern of 258

AFGs. In this paper, the threshold is determined based 259

on the environmental suitability value corresponding 260

to the inflection point (Pin) of the cumulative prob- 261

ability distribution curve (F (x)). The curve F (x) is 262

constructed by fitting the cumulative frequency of each 263

distinct VES value in ascending order. The frequency 264

(F (xi)) of the ith VES value is formulated according to 265

Eq. (2). 266

F (xi) =

∑i
j=1 FESj

N
(2)

where FESj = the number of jth environmental suitabil- 267

ity value (j 6 i); N = the total number of grid cells in 268

the entire study area. 269

From a statistical standpoint, Pin signifies a discon- 270

tinuous change in F (x), depicted as a distinct bend or 271

steep turn in the curve as illustrated in Fig. 3. Notably, 272

at Pin, there is a marked alteration in the distribution 273

of VES values, indicating a clear boundary between two 274

sides of VES values. Hence, the VES value corresponding 275

to Pin is designated as the TES, demarcating between 276

AFGs and AUGs. The precise position of Pin is de- 277

termined where the second-order derivative of F (x) 278
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of the cumulative probability distribution curve
of environmental suitability values.

equals 0, as specified in Eq. (3).279

f (TES) =
d2F (x)

dx2
= 0 (3)

2.2. Land parcel distribution pattern recognition280

After deriving the alignment environmental suitabil-281

ity values of each grid cell, AFGs must be clustered into282

a set of AFRs with various shapes and scales for the283

subsequent construction of a STM. Spatial clustering284

approaches play a crucial role in identifying different285

AFR patches by grouping similar grid cells based on286

both their environmental suitability values and spatial287

relative locations into clusters.288

However, AFRs often have irregular shapes, present-289

ing challenges in accurately locating and determining290

their scales. Traditional clustering algorithms, such as291

the commonly used k-mean clustering algorithm [38],292

may require a predetermined cluster number and prove293

ineffective for clustering irregularly shaped groups. To294

address this challenge, a density-based clustering algo-295

rithm known as DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clus-296

tering of Applications with Noise) is employed. DB-297

SCAN can identify clusters of arbitrary shapes without298

requiring prior knowledge of the number and centers299

of clusters [39,40]. In the DBSCAN algorithm, a point300

is classified as a core point if the number of neighbor-301

ing points, called seed points, within a specified radius302

(ε) exceeds a certain threshold. This algorithm requires303

two key parameters: the radius (ε) and the minimum304

number of points (Nmin). A customized flow of the305

DBSCAN algorithm for identifying the distribution pat-306

tern of AFRs is presented below:307

Step 1: Initialize all grid cells as unclassified and set308

T = 1.309

Step 2: Starting from the top left and moving to- 310

wards the bottom right, examine each un- 311

classified grid cell to determine if it qualifies 312

as a core point using the parameters ε and 313

Nmin. A grid cell is designated as a core point 314

(GP ) and assigned to cluster CT if the num- 315

ber of alignment-favorable grid cells within 316

a circle centered at the grid cell with a radius 317

ε exceeds the predefined threshold Nmin. Its 318

seed points (GS) are recorded accordingly 319

in a set called Ω. Otherwise, proceed to the 320

next grid cell. 321

Step 3: SelectGS from Ω, add it to clusterCT , mark 322

it as classified, and remove it from Ω. 323

Step 4: Check if GS qualifies as a core point with 324

the parameters ε and Nmin. If it does, add 325

its unclassified seed points to Ω. If it does 326

not, return to Step 3. 327

Step 5: Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until all grid cells in Ω 328

are classified. 329

Step 6: Increase the value of T by 1 (T = T + 1), 330

and repeat Steps 2 to 5 until no more core 331

points remain. 332

Step 7: Assign grid cells that do not belong to any 333

cluster as noise. 334

After implementing the DBSCAN algorithm, the 335

AFRs are grouped into clusters, and each grid cell is as- 336

signed a cluster label (CT ) accordingly. Subsequently, 337

the distribution pattern of AFRs is determined by the 338

relative locations of the clusters with respect to the start 339

and end points. The specific identification formulas are: 340

xmin 6 min (xS , xE) ;xmax > max (xS , xE) (4)

ymin 6 min (yS , yE) ; ymax > max (yS , yE) (5)

where xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax = the minimum and 341

maximum boundaries of each alignment-favorable clus- 342

ter and xS , yS , xE , yE = the coordinates of the start 343

and end points. 344

If a cluster of AFRs satisfies the criteria stated in 345

both Constraints (2) and (3), the AFRs are continuous 346

throughout the study area (Fig. 3a). However, if none 347

of the alignment-favorable clusters satisfy Constraint 348

(2) but at least one cluster satisfies Constraint (3), the 349

AFRs are concentrated within the study area (Fig. 4b). 350

Otherwise, AFRs’ distribution pattern presents an IIEs, 351

as shown in Fig. 4c. 352

The purpose of clustering AFRs is to efficiently gen- 353

erate paths within and between AFRs using specific 354

strategies in the following path development process. 355

However, the shape of AFRs is extremely irregular, and 356
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Fig. 4. Alignment-favorable clusters are (a) continuous; (b) obstructed and (c) isolated.

can be generally divided into convex and concave poly-357

gons. The complex shape of the convex polygons is358

very detrimental to efficient connection between them.359

Therefore, to facilitate subsequent separated path gener-360

ation procedures, AFRs are unified as convex polygons361

by identifying and transforming concave polygons into362

convex polygons [41]. The specific steps are listed as363

follows:364

Step 1. Connect the vertexes (A, A1, . . . , An) of an365

AFR in a clockwise direction. Then, identify366

whether the shape of this AFR is a concave367

polygon with the following formulas:368 
A0A1 ×A1A2 < 0
A1A2 ×A2A3 < 0
· · ·
An−2An−1 ×An−1An < 0

(6)

where An−2An−1 × An−1An = the vec-369

tor cross product of the vector at An−2 and370

An−1 with the vector atAn−1 andAn. If the371

value of this vector cross product exceeds 0,372

this polygon is concave at An−1, as shown373

in Fig. 5b. Otherwise, this AFR presents a374

convex shape as shown in Fig. 5a.375

Step 2. Extend An−2An−1 in the direction of this376

vector to split this polygon into two sub-377

polygons (i.e., PP1 and PP2 in Fig. 5c).378

Step 3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 to check whether379

these are convex polygons, until all the sub-380

polygons are convex.381

3. Isolated island effect representation382

3.1. Structure of semantic topological map383

In this study, the focus is on alignment develop-384

ment in a study area exhibiting an IIE, where each385

alignment-favorable cluster is called an island. To ef- 386

fectively utilize the island distribution features and as- 387

sist the alignment optimization process, a specific data 388

structure is required to represent these features. A se- 389

mantic topological map (STM), which comprises nodes 390

and edges, can provide an intuitive and easily under- 391

standable visualization of the complex system under in- 392

vestigation [42]. Therefore, the island distribution fea- 393

tures are abstracted and represented as an STM, de- 394

noted as G. The topology structure of this STM can be 395

expressed as: 396

G = (V, PS , PE , Eoff , Eon,WEoff ,WEon) (7)

where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn} denotes a set of temporary 397

nodes that store the locations and scales of islands, n = 398

the number of islands; PS = {ps1, ps2, . . . , psn} and PE 399

= {pe1, pe2, . . . , pen} represent the start and end nodes 400

set for every island; Eoff = {e12, e13, . . . , eij} indicates 401

a set of off-island edges, where eij(vi, vj) is the off- 402

island edge connecting vi and vj (among which, vi and 403

vj represent two temporary nodes directly connected, 404

vi is a former node and vj is a latter node); Eon = 405

{eon1, eon2, . . . , eoni} denotes on-island edges, where 406

eoni(psi, pei) = the on-island edges connecting each 407

pair of start and end points of vi; WEoff,WEon = the 408

alignment suitability costs set for the off-island edges 409

and on-island edges, respectively. 410

For the STM, a graph adjacent matrix (AM ) is used 411

for describing the adjacency relations between every 412

island pair: 413

AM = {aij}n×n

aij =

{
1, if eij (vi, vj) ∈ Eoff

0, if eij (vi, vj) /∈ Eoff
(8)

where aij is the element in the ith row and jth column 414

for AM , while n is the number of islands. It is noted 415

that aij = 1 means vi and vj are adjacent in an STM. 416
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In the STM representing the island distribution fea-417

tures, it is important to consider that an island may have418

multiple start and end nodes. To capture the connec-419

tivity information among these nodes, the connecting420

conditions of each start and end node pair are stored in421

on-island edges specific to that particular island. Each422

edge represents the connection between a start node and423

an end node, and there can be multiple such connec-424

tions within the island. Therefore, to fully represent the425

connectivity within the island, p × q on-island edges426

are required for an island with p start nodes and q end427

nodes.428

3.2. Constructing a semantic topological map429

The construction of a STM involves two key proce-430

dures: between-island connectivity and within-island431

path determination.432

3.2.1. Between-island connectivity433

In this procedure, alignment-favorable clusters are434

treated as temporary nodes, and their adjacency rela-435

tions are recorded in off-island edges. The temporary436

nodes are assigned numbers based on the coordinates437

of their centers of gravity. To assign these numbers, the438

centers of gravity of all nodes are projected onto an439

x-axis, and the nodes are numbered sequentially from440

left to right, starting from 1. If there are multiple nodes441

with the same x-coordinate, their numbers increase as442

the y-coordinate increases. After the temporary nodes443

are numbered (as shown in Fig. 6a), the locations of the444

off-island edges and their alignment suitability costs are445

determined using a devised multi-directional scanning446

process. This scanning process involves systematically447

scanning the study area with line segments in differ-448

ent directions, as shown in Fig. 7. These scanning line449

segments, denoted as L, can be expressed as follows:450

L = Y2 ∪ Y3
Y1 = YE−YS

XE−XS
·X + XE ·YS−XS ·YE

XE−XS

Y2 = Y1 +N ·W
Y3 = R (Y2)

(9)

X ∈ [XL, XR] ;

N ∈
[
−YU − YD

2 ·W
, · · · , 0, 1, · · · YU − YD

2 ·W

]
where Y1 = the base scanning line crossing the start451

and end points; Y2 = the translational scanning line set452

derived by translating Y1 upwards and downwards at453

the spacing of the grid cell width; Y3 = the rotational454

scanning line set obtained by rotating Y2 n times (i.e.,455

Fig. 5. AFRs in the shape of (a) a convex polygon; (b) concave
polygon and (c) division of concave polygon into convex polygons.

36) with rotation angles 5◦, 10◦, . . . , 180◦; X , Y = the 456

design variables of L, representing the coordinates of 457

the points located on the scanning lines; XL, XR = the 458

left and right boundaries of X; YU , YD = the upper 459

and lower boundaries of Y ; N = the number of transla- 460

tional lines; W = the width of a grid cell and R = the 461

rotation transformation of a line, whose rotation angle 462

(α) ranges from 0◦ to 180◦ at 5◦ intervals in this study. 463

By implementing this multi-directional scanning 464

strategy, the optimized connection between any two 465

AFRs islands can be derived with the following proce- 466

dures: 467

Step 1. Determine the former and latter nodes: 468

Intercept the line segments connecting is- 469

lands vi and vj from the previously men- 470

tioned set of multi-directional scanning lines 471

(L). Define the endpoints of these line seg- 472

ments located on island vi (or vj) as Pei (or 473

Psj). 474

Compute the distances of Pei and Psj from 475

the start point. 476

If Pei is closer to the start point, it is desig- 477

nated as the former node. 478

Pej is defined as the latter node. 479

Step 2. Record the directed line segments: 480

The directed line segments connecting vi and 481

vj is recorded in the line segments set Φij 482

Step 3. Compute the environmental suitability cost 483

(CL) of line segments in Φij . Specifically, 484

CL is computed by accumulating the differ- 485

ence between the maximum VES (VESmax) in 486

the study area and the VES value of every grid 487

cell traversed by this line segment. Assum- 488

ing that the line segment traverses N grid 489

cells the environmental suitability cost, CL 490

is computed as: 491

CL =
N∑

k=1

(VES max − VESk) (10)

Afterward, the line segment with the minimum CL 492

value is designated as the edge (eij) between vi and vj . 493
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Fig. 6. (a) The AFRs distribution in a study area with an IIE; (b) temporary nodes decomposition and (c) the finial topology structure of the STM.

Fig. 7. Scanning lines and the line segments between two alignment-favorable regions (i.e., temporary nodes).

Then, aij of eij is assigned as 1, and WEoff for eij is:494

WEoff (eij) = minCL (xi, yi, xj , yj) (11)

where xi, yixj , yj , are the coordinates of two endpoints495

(pei, psj) of the line segment with the minimum envi-496

ronmental suitability cost. These endpoints are stored in497

the variable eij , which provides the start and end points498

for generating subsequent paths within each temporary499

node. It is important to note that for an edge eij , pei500

represents an endpoint of vi, while psj represents a start501

point of vj , as shown in Fig. 6b.502

3.2.2. Within-island path determination503

To generate paths within a temporary node (vi) that504

has multiple start and end points, the node is further505

decomposed based on these points. Each start and end506

point is treated as a separate node, and all pairs of start507

and end points are connected to determine the on-island508

edges. The weight of each on-island edge (Woni) is509

assigned as the minimum accumulating environmental510

suitability cost of the paths between the corresponding511

endpoints. Handling multiple start and end points within512

a temporary node can be viewed as a Multi-Source 513

Shortest-Path (MSSP) problem. The Floyd-Warshall 514

algorithm [43] is a typical MSSP algorithm that can 515

find the shortest paths between all pairs of nodes in a 516

graph. It is both intuitive and easy to implement. Thus, 517

it is used in this work for efficiently determining the 518

optimized paths. To apply the Floyd-Warshall algorithm 519

to the optimization of on-island paths, two adaptations 520

are made, addressing the study area and the traditional 521

Floyd-Warshall algorithm separately. 522

1. Regarding the study area, a sub-graph represent- 523

ing the study area within each temporary node 524

is constructed. Using a circular-shaped window 525

mask, as proposed by Song et al. [3], every grid 526

cell within the temporary node is scanned. Grid 527

cells satisfying the design constraints, including 528

the center grid cell and its boundary grid cells, are 529

designated as nodes in the sub-graph. The lines 530

connecting the center grid cell with the bound- 531

ary grid cells are considered as edges in the sub- 532

graph. 533
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2. Simultaneously, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm534

is parallelized for the optimization of on-island535

paths within each node. In more detail, during the536

between-island paths determination procedure,537

the start and end points of each node are obtained538

and designated as the input for the Floyd-Warshall539

algorithm. Consequently, all optimized within-540

island paths can be derived through a single loop541

of the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, eliminating the542

need to sequentially traverse every node.543

Afterward, the Floyd-Warshall algorithm is applied544

to each sub-graph until the costs from the start points545

to the end points are stabilized, ensuring the optimized546

paths are determined.547

By following these procedures, an STM is gener-548

ated (as shown in Fig. 6c), representing the distribu-549

tion characteristics of islands. Additionally, environ-550

mental suitability costs are assigned to each node and551

edge within the map, providing valuable information552

for further alignment search processes.553

4. Alignment optimization method554

4.1. Alignment search process555

In the alignment optimization process, the STM with556

determined edge suitability is used. Dijkstra’s algo-557

rithm, known for its effectiveness in path optimization558

problems, has been successfully applied in various con-559

texts, including alignment optimization [3,44]. It is also560

employed in this paper. Dijkstra’s algorithm, as applied561

to alignment optimization, is outlined below:562

Step 1: Add all the nodes in the STM to a node set,563

NS .564

Step 2: Designate two arrays for each node: one565

for storing the environmental suitability cost566

(dis[v]), and another for storing its former567

adjacent node in the optimized path from the568

start point (for[v]). Initialize dis[v] as infin-569

ity for all nodes, except for the start point570

which is assigned a value of 0. The former571

adjacent node for the start point is itself,572

while the values in for[v] for other nodes are573

undefined.574

Step 3: Choose the node, vi, with the minimum575

dis[vi] value from NS and remove it from576

NS . Find all the latter adjacent nodes (VL)577

of vi from NS . Latter adjacent nodes refer578

to nodes that are farther from the start point579

than vi, as stated in Section 3.2 of the paper.580

Step 4: Compute the environmental suitability cost 581

(WE(eij)) from a latter adjacent node (vj) to 582

vi. If dis[vi] + WE(eij) is less than the cur- 583

rent dis[vj] value, update dis[vj] as dis[vi] 584

+ WE(eij) and set for[vj] as vi 585

Step 5: Repeat Step 4 until the dis[v] and for[v] val- 586

ues of all the latter adjacent nodes have been 587

updated. 588

Step 6: Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until there are no ele- 589

ments left in NS . 590

By following these steps, Dijkstra’s algorithm com- 591

putes the distance (environmental suitability cost) from 592

each node to the start point, while also storing the pre- 593

decessor (former adjacent node) in the optimized path. 594

This process continues until all nodes have been vis- 595

ited and processed, resulting in an optimized alignment 596

that considers environmental suitability costs between 597

nodes. Specifically, an optimized path development pro- 598

cess between an observed node and the start point is 599

shown in Fig. 8. 600

4.2. Constraints 601

In the process of generating a railway alignment, 602

it is necessary to consider multiple constraints related 603

to geometric, structural, and locational aspects. These 604

constraints ensure that the alignment satisfies the neces- 605

sary design criteria and construction limitations, while 606

avoiding sensitive or forbidden regions. 607

(1) The geometric constraints focus on ensuring that 608

the alignment profile adheres to the specific de- 609

sign criteria for railways. These criteria may in- 610

clude considerations such as vertical and horizon- 611

tal clearances, minimum curve radius (Rmin), and 612

maximum gradient. 613

(2) Structural constraints take into account the limi- 614

tations of the available construction techniques. 615

They consider factors such as the type of terrain, 616

soil conditions, and construction equipment capa- 617

bility. These constraints ensure that the alignment 618

can be constructed safely and efficiently. 619

(3) Locational constraints primarily revolve around 620

avoiding environmentally sensitive areas and for- 621

bidden regions. This includes areas with protected 622

flora and fauna, cultural heritage sites, residential 623

areas, and other designated areas that should be 624

avoided due to legal or social reasons. 625

As outlined in Section 1, the primary contribution of 626

the proposed method lies in generating an optimized 627

alignment corridor during the area-corridor stage, in- 628
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Fig. 8. Path generation process of Dijkstra’s algorithm.

Fig. 9. (a) The terrain and (b) the geology maps of the study area.

tended to provide an initial alternative for the subse-629

quent corridor-alignment optimization stage.630

The corridor-alignment optimization typically in-631

volves two steps:632

Step 1: The initial output, representing the opti-633

mized path solution from the proposed634

method, is subjected to a fitting process. This635

process involves configuring curves with a636

minimum allowable radius (Rmin) to points637

of intersection (PIs) along the optimized638

path. Detailed procedures, as described in639

Li et al. [45], are followed to check the640

corresponding minimum allowable tangent641

lengths.642

Step 2: To ensure alignment re-optimization after643

deviations from the initial optimized path,644

nature-inspired optimization methods such645

as genetic algorithms (GA) and particle646

swarm optimization (PSO) are employed.647

These methods iteratively adjust the loca-648

tions of PIs within a specific corridor, de-649

fined by the optimized path as the centerline 650

and a designated width as a buffer zone. The 651

adjustment process continues until the objec- 652

tive function of the alignment optimization 653

converges to an optimized value. 654

It is noted that the generated alignment alternatives 655

must adhere to the aforementioned alignment design 656

constraints. 657

5. Case study 658

5.1. Case profile 659

In this study, the focus is on the W-E High-Speed 660

Railway (HSR), which is a railway under construction. 661

The railway has a maximum design speed of 350 km/h 662

and spans a distance of 153 km. It is located in the 663

southwest region of Hubei Province, where there is a 664

significant presence of karst landforms in the undulating 665

mountainous areas [46]. Karst landforms are formed 666
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Table 1
Unit costs

Item Value Item Value
Rail track (104U/m) 0.46 Right-of-way (U/m2) 13.4
Fill earthwork (U/m3) 65 Cut earthwork (U/m3) 32
(100 m < h < 150 m) Bridge (104 U/m) 15 (h < 100 m) Bridge (104U/m) 14
(L < 1 km) Tunnel (104U/m) 11.5 (1 km < L < 4 km) Tunnel (104U/m) 10.5
(L > 4 km) Tunnel (104U/m) 13.5 One bridge abutment/tunnel portal (104U) 20

due to the long-term effects of groundwater and sur-667

face water on soluble rocks, resulting in unique features668

such as gullies, funnels, and caves. These landforms669

pose potential risks to railway alignments, particularly670

in tunnel sections [47,48]. Karst geological disasters671

like collapses, water invasion, and mud gushing can672

severely impact tunnel construction, causing damage to673

equipment and even casualties [49,50]. The YiChang-674

Wanzhou railway, which is a section of the HSR in this675

study area, has already been constructed and faced sig-676

nificant challenges in dealing with karst hazards along677

its route [49]. Therefore, it is desirable to completely678

bypass karst landforms when planning the alignment679

for the W-E HSR. However, when the railway is situ-680

ated in a mountainous region with undulating terrain681

and dense karst landforms, it becomes highly likely that682

the alignment will encounter karst areas. In such situ-683

ations, it is important to ensure that there is sufficient684

clearance between the alignment and karst regions, sat-685

isfying the required safety standards, considering topo-686

logic and geologic conditions. Moreover, the study area687

also includes multiple natural conservation areas, which688

must be traversed using bridges or tunnels in order to689

minimize environmental impact. In total, there are 19690

karst regions and 14 natural conservation areas within691

the study area, covering a significant fraction of the692

terrain. Terrain and geology maps for the study area, as693

well as unit costs for railway construction, are obtained694

from the China Railway Siyuan Survey and Design695

Group Co. Ltd., as demonstrated in Fig. 9 and Table 1,696

respectively.697

It is notable that the terrain in this area is character-698

ized by significant undulations, with a maximum ele-699

vation difference of 2,197m. Therefore, the maximum700

allowable gradient (Gmax) for the railway is set at 30‰701

taking into account the steepness of slopes. Considering702

the topography in optimizing the design, it is advisable703

to create vertical alignments that follow the natural un-704

dulations of the terrain. This approach helps to reduce705

tunnel lengths and control bridge heights, thus mini-706

mizing construction costs and potential environmental707

impacts. The karst landforms are densely distributed708

throughout the entire study area, leaving only narrow709

and irregular non-karst areas. Thus, the railway align- 710

ment is highly likely to encounter karst regions along 711

its route. Given the potential risks associated with karst 712

hazards, it is essential to plan the alignment carefully in 713

order to avoid or mitigate these challenges. Bypassing 714

karst areas entirely and ensuring a sufficient clearance 715

between the alignment and the karst regions should be 716

a priority for ensuring the safety and stability of the 717

railway construction. 718

5.2. Results 719

5.2.1. Land parcel treatment 720

(1) Environmental suitability distribution 721

The environmental suitability map of the study area 722

is generated using Eq. (1) and presented in Fig. 10a. 723

Subsequently, the cumulative probability distribution 724

curve, as illustrated in Fig. 11, is obtained for all envi- 725

ronmental suitability (VES) values by applying the sec- 726

ond derivative to Eq. (2). The threshold VES value (TES) 727

demarcating AFRs and AURs is then computed using 728

Eq. (3), and in this case, the threshold value is set at 729

0.5. 730

In this regard, the grid cells with a VES value ex- 731

ceeding TES are identified as AFRs for the railway. It 732

is observed that approximately 33.4% of the study area 733

consists of AFRs, but most of them are isolated and 734

surrounded by AURs. 735

(2) Alignment-favorable regions clustering 736

The radius (ε) and the minimum number of points 737

(Nmin) are two crucial parameters in the DBSCAN al- 738

gorithm, significantly influencing the scales and num- 739

ber of clusters. In this scenario, opting for a smaller ε is 740

preferred to prevent different obstacles from being clus- 741

tered into the same group. Accordingly, ε is set as the 742

minimum distance between two obstacles, and the value 743

of Nmin is set to 90% of the result obtained by dividing 744

the area of a circle with ε as the radius by the area of 745

the grid cell. Once these key parameters are established, 746

the DBSCAN clustering algorithm is applied to iden- 747

tify distinct AFRs. This algorithm accurately pinpoints 748

the locations and scales of these regions, referred to as 749

islands in this study. In the present case, 13 islands are 750

identified, as depicted in Fig. 10b. 751
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Fig. 10. (a) Environmental suitability map for alignments; (b) the distribution of AFRs; (c) semantic topological map of the study area.

(3) Construction of semantic topological map752

Through the specific multi-directional scanning pro-753

cess and the implementation of the Floyd-Warshall al-754

gorithm, a STM is constructed, including the sequential755

generation of between-island and within-island paths,756

as shown in Fig. 10c.757

5.2.2. Alignment solutions758

Following the construction of the STM, an align-759

ment optimization process is carried out based on this760

map. It turns out that the path optimized in this process761

traverses islands 10, 8, 7, 5, 4, and 2, as determined762

by the proposed method. In comparison, the alignment763

provided by human designers traverses islands 8, 5,764

3, and 2. It is noteworthy that the proposed method765

selects additional islands (10, 7, and 4) that were not766

considered in the human-designed alignment. This re-767

sult highlights that the constructed STM offers diverse768

alignment alternatives for railway design. The proposed769

method provides an expanded range of options by con-770

sidering additional islands, thereby allowing for a more771

comprehensive exploration of possible alignments.772

Subsequently, the optimized path is fitted using the773

method described in Section 4.2, and the derived initial774

Fig. 11. Cumulative probability distribution curve of VES values.

alignment alternative serves as input to a previously 775

established PSO method [23] for generating the detailed 776

alignment solution. 777

In this paper, a previous environmental suitability 778

analysis-assisted 3D-DT (ES-3D-DT) algorithm from 779

Pu et al. [34] is taken as a benchmark method to show- 780

case the effectiveness of the proposed method in solv- 781

ing alignment optimization problems within study areas 782

characterized by densely-distributed obstacles. 783

In the ES-3D-DT method, the study area is repre- 784
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Fig. 12. Horizontal alignments of AM , AD and AS .

Fig. 13. Vertical alignments of (a) AM (b) AD and (c) AS .

sented as a set of voxels, and the VES values for all fea-785

sible voxels is computed using Eq. (1). Subsequently,786

environmental suitability grades (Grade I, II, and III)787

are assigned based on the derived VES. During the align-788

ment search, voxels with Grade III environmental suit-789

ability, indicating unfavorable for alignments, are ex-790

cluded from consideration. The detailed flow chart of791

the ES-3D-DT method can be found in Pu et al. [34].792

Both the ES-3D-DT and the proposed method are793

executed on a computer with Intel Core i7-7700 CPU794

@ 3.60 GHz, with the grid resolution of the study area795

set at 30 m. The ES-3D-DT method requires 135 min-796

utes to produce the optimized alignment corridor. In797

contrast, the proposed method leverages Dijkstra’s al-798

gorithm to generate the optimized path based on the de- 799

rived STM within a significantly reduced time frame of 800

113 seconds. Considering that the time to construct the 801

STM is 621 seconds for this case, the proposed method 802

notably enhances the efficiency of the alignment corri- 803

dor optimization process. Afterward, the best corridors 804

derived from both ES-3D-DT and the proposed method 805

are refined with the customized PSO for obtaining the 806

detailed alignment solutions, designated as AD and 807

AS , derived from the corridors created by ES-3D-DT 808

and the proposed method, respectively. AD and AS are 809

further compared with the best alignment (AM ) pro- 810

vided by experienced designers from the China Railway 811

Siyuan Survey and Design Group Co. Ltd. Their hori- 812
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Table 2
Numerical comparisons of AM , AD and AS

Item AM AD AS

Railway length (m) 168,739 163,311 160,974
Right-of-way area (m2) 357,903 347,691 352,962
Filling/Cutting volume (m3) 24,949/151,751 25,638/163,522 25,093/161,305
Number of bridges (100 m < h < 150 m)-Total length (m) 25–19,573 22-20,219 14–11,852
Number of bridges (h < 100 m)-Total length (m) 3–2,461 4–5,873 10–13,159
Total number-length of bridges (m) 28–22,034 26–26,092 24–25,011
Number of tunnels (L < 1 km)-Total length (m) 13–7,396 6–3,819 8–3,449
Number of tunnels (1 km < L < 4 km)-Total length (m) 15–35,265 10–19,930 4–8,481
Number of tunnels (L > 4 km)-Total length (m) 10–103,881 10–109,047 11–117,729
Total number-length of tunnels (m) 38–146,542 26–132,796 23–129,659
Total bridge length in karst regions (m) 8,909 6,530 10,685
Total tunnel length in karst regions (m) 75,628 54,960 42,899
Total alignment length in karst regions (m) 84,537 61,490 53,584
Total alignment length in natural conservation regions (m) 3,386 2,355 3,135
Total construction cost (million U) 22,530 21,780 21,618
Improvement N/A 3.3% 4.0%
Alignment suitability cost 2,690 2,548 2,415
Improvement N/A 5.3% 10.2%

zontal and vertical alignments are shown in Figs 12–13,813

and detailed comparison data are provided in Table 2.814

Based on the observations and comparisons, several815

key findings can be highlighted:816

(1) Both AD and AS result in shorter railways (i.e.,817

5,428m and 7,765m forAD andAS , respectively)818

compared to AM . These reductions contribute to819

a smoother geometric profile of the HSR, which820

is advantageous for subsequent railway operation821

and maintenance stages.822

(2) In comparison with AM , the total tunnel lengths823

decreased significantly by 13,746m and 16,883m,824

while the total bridge lengths increased slightly825

by 4,058m and 2,977m for AD and AS , respec-826

tively. By shortening the expensive tunnels, the827

construction costs for AD and AS are reduced by828

3.3% and 4.0%, respectively.829

(3) In terms of the karst hazard avoidance, AD de-830

creases the length of alignment sections that tra-831

verse karst hazard regions, including shortening832

most karst-sensitive tunnels compared toAM .AS833

performs even better than AD by further reducing834

alignment and tunnel lengths in karst regions.835

(4) Concerning natural conservation regions, AD ex-836

hibits the best performance by reducing the length837

of alignment traversing sections to 2,355m com-838

pared to AM ’s 3,386m. It can be found that AD839

effectively bypasses sparsely-distributed natural840

conservation regions, but struggles with densely-841

distributed karst regions compared to AS . There-842

fore, AS achieves the best performance, improv-843

ing alignment environmental suitability cost by844

10.2% compared to AM .845

In summary, the analyses demonstrate that the pro- 846

posed model and method (AS) outperform both the op- 847

timized alignment (AD) generated by the ES-3D-DT 848

and the manually-designed alignment (AM ) in terms 849

of reduced karst coverage, lower construction cost, and 850

improved environmental suitability. AS effectively op- 851

timizes the alignment by minimizing tunnel lengths and 852

overall railway footprint. These findings highlight the 853

potential value of using the proposed model and method 854

to generate alignment alternatives that offer both cost 855

efficiency and environmental benefits. 856

6. Conclusion 857

In the context of highly-constrained study areas, 858

where alignment-favorable regions (AFRs) are isolated 859

and alignment design is a challenging task, a novel ap- 860

proach is proposed here for addressing this problem. In 861

this approach, environmental suitability analysis is em- 862

ployed to identify AFRs, while an STM is used to de- 863

pict the distribution pattern of these AFRs. Through this 864

process, the complicated alignment optimization prob- 865

lem is simplified into a shortest path problem, which can 866

be effectively solved using conventional shortest path 867

algorithms. The application of the proposed method in 868

a realistic railway case has demonstrated several key 869

findings: 870

(1) The method significantly enhances the effi- 871

ciency of generating optimized alignment corri- 872

dors within a densely-distributed karst alignment 873

search space. Despite requiring several minutes 874

(i.e., 621s) for land parcel treatment, the sub- 875
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sequent search process only takes 113 seconds,876

marking a substantial improvement compared877

to the 135 minutes needed for the ES-3D-DT878

method.879

(2) Comparisons of alignment solutions highlight880

the effectiveness of the ES-3D-DT-generated881

alignment (AD) in outperforming the best man-882

ually designed alignment (AM ). AD notably re-883

duces construction and environmental suitability884

costs by 3.3% and 5.3%, respectively, underscor-885

ing the significance of environmental suitability886

analysis in ensuring the quality of alignments887

derived from computer-aided optimization meth-888

ods. Moreover, the best alignment (AS) gener-889

ated by the proposed method surpasses AD’s890

performance.AS achieves a reduction of 4.0% in891

construction costs and an improvement of 10.2%892

in environmental suitability costs compared to893

AM .894

It is noted that the paper specifically focuses on a895

study area featuring multiple karst regions as an il-896

lustrative example. However, the proposed method is897

adaptable and applicable to all alignment search spaces898

characterized by IIEs.899

Above all, the proposed method is effective in900

alignment optimization in a study area with densely-901

distributed obstacles in terms of computational effi-902

ciency and solution quality.903

The limitations of this work include the following:904

(1) In this paper, the threshold value of AFRs and905

RURs is set to the environmental suitability value906

corresponding to the inflection point of the cu-907

mulative probability distribution curve (which908

is a representation of distribution features of all909

the environmental suitability values across the910

study area). However, it becomes necessary to911

dynamically adjust this threshold value to en-912

sure the aggregation of AFR patches, thereby ex-913

panding the applicability of the proposed method914

across a wider range of study areas. This issue915

warrants dedicated and specific studies, which916

the authors intend to undertake in their future917

research endeavors.918

(2) Some existing methods are adopted in this work,919

such as the DBSCAN clustering algorithm as920

well as the Floyd-Warshall Dijkstra’s and PSO921

algorithms. It is important to highlight that these922

methods form part of a novel alignment opti-923

mization framework introduced in this paper.924

This framework involves three sequential steps:925

land parcel preprocessing, STM construction,926

and optimized path generation based on the de- 927

rived STM. While these methods are integral to 928

this framework, alternative approaches can be 929

substituted that achieve similar functionalities. 930

For example, other nature-inspired optimization 931

methods such as a neural dynamic model [51], 932

a harmony search algorithm [52], a simulated 933

annealing [53] and a spider monkey optimiza- 934

tion method [54] can also be explored for fur- 935

ther confirming the effectiveness of the proposed 936

optimization framework. 937

(3) Besides, other factors that affect railway align- 938

ment design, such as ecologic impacts and social 939

influence, should also be specially-studied and 940

integrated into the alignment traversing suitabil- 941

ity analyses. 942
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